Instruction
The educational game "The safety road ". The board game is designed for
two to four players. Options: eight game chips (pedestrian and driver), ten cards
with questions, twenty cards with answer options (for each player there are five),
one hundred and sixteen bonuses (prize) cards, a playing field.
Rules of the game
Before the start of the game, each of the players chooses for himself a game
character - a participant in the movement - a pedestrian or driver. Five cards with
answer options are dealt to participants. Cards with questions are shuffled and
postponed.
Game progress:
1) Players move the chips around the field using a cube and stop at various
places (they are marked with numbers on the playing field). Participants
have the right to walk in any direction. When one of the participants stops
and pulls the card, the others also respond regardless of where the field is
located. After answering the question, players cannot stop at the same place.
2) At each stop, the facilitator pulls a card with a question. All players choose
their answer option and show the leader. The bonus (candy) is received by
the one who answered correctly.
3) The one who collects as many bonuses as possible wins.
Questions are divided into main ones (blue with three answers). They must
be answered with cards “the first answer is correct”, “the second answer is
correct” and “the third answer is correct”. There are also bonus questions
(green-red). They must be answered with the cards “it is allowed” and “it is not
allowed”. For the correct answer to the bonus question, the player receives two
candies.
Appendix
Keys for questions:
1) the second answer
2) it is not allowed
3) the third answer
4) the first answer
5) the third answer
6) the third answer
7) it is not allowed
8) the first answer
9) it is allowed
10) it is not allowed

